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Abstract 

A 10C~l,OOO times faster maze router was studied for a 2 or 3 metal layer ULSI Iayout. Similarly to 

Lee's router, it always guarantees a solution, if one exists. Also, it usually grves the same path length and 

number of bends . On the contrary to Lee's router, connectrvrty checking and path rmprovements are accom-

plished separately. High speed was attained by limiting routing path possibilities to boundaries of carefully 

chosen obstructions . 

1. Introduction 

So far, LSI Iayout has been carried out mamly by channel routers, because only one metal 

layer was available before. Recently, however, a three metal layer process has become available 

and a more general two dimensional router is requested in order to control size and configura-

tion for the layout blocks in a chip, as well as to obtam higher density 

Historically, two dimensional routers were studied earlier than channel routers. Lee's maze 

router appeared 30 years ago, and it was modified by Mikami-Tabuchi[Mik68], High-

tower[Hig69], Soukup[Sou78], Heynes[Hey80] and others 

Two dimensional routers deal with the interconnection of 2 points on a plane with irregu-

larly shaped obstructions, as shown in Fig. 1 

Major requirements for the solution are 

(1) To guarantee a solution, if one exists 

(2) Shorter path. 

(3) Fewer bends. 

(4) Reasonable CPU memory space 

(5) Reasonable CPU time 

(In addition, determining an appropriate connection order is another difficult problem to 

be solved.) 

Lee's algorithm fully solved reguirements (1) and (2) at the price of (3), (4) and (5) 

Both (4) and (5) were fatal problems 30 years ago. However, (4) may not be so today, as the 

memory space is expanding by about I ,OOO times, even in a low cost system, as compared with a 

main frame system at that time. Item (5) is still fatal, as it takes about I ,OOO seconds to connect 

only one net across a 10,000 X 10,000 grid whith a 10 MIPS CPU. Smce ULSI net number 
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Fig. I . Original Lee's router algorithm 

reaches 105 today, 108 second (1,000 days!) time is roughly estimated for Lee's algorith.m 

The routing time for one net amounts to O (n2) for an n x n grid system. What makes th-

mgs worse rs that the LSI net number is doubling every 2 years. Hence, the routing time must in-

crease 4 times m two years, if the MIPS value to remain the same. Therefore, a low ordered, ex-

tremely fast maze router is strongly required. 

Soukup's algorithm increased the labeling speed 10-50 times. However, it did not increase 

the speed when there is no path. 

Hrghtower's line-search algorithm looks faster, because lines are searched for in place of 

dots. However, one disadvantage is that the algorithm may not find a path, when one exists (P 

14) , i.e., achieving item (1) is not guaranteed 

Mikami-Tabuchi's line search algorithm guarantees item (1) . However, it generates for too 

many search lines 

Heyns' Iine-expansion algorithm generates much fewer search lines, but the speed 

decreases rapidly, when the component number increases. 

In practical cases, "line search algorithms" are rather slower than dot search al-

gorithms[Oht86] . The paradox comes from data structures. The dots can be stored in an array, 

and intersection test and data modification is fast . On the other hand, a line search algorithm re-

quires O (log N) time in N component system, to pick one intersection and to modify one 

"line". This holds true, even if lines are stored in a well designed tree structure database 

For the above reason, the present router uses Lee's cell model. In order to obtain an ex-

tremely high speed, (1) cell labeling number is reduced from O (n2) to O (n) and (2) Iabel clear-
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ance procedure was carefully removed. Therefore, O (n) speed up is expected. Even if a factor 

of 10 is reduced, 103 times speed up is expected in a 10,000 x 10,000 grid system 

As for item (3) and (4) , the present router gives good solutions in most cases, but not al-

ways. However, at least it provides a flexible and high speed framing (routing area limiting) 

tool for other routers. 

Only four bits are necessary to represent one cell and 50M byies are needed for a 108 grid 

system. One second/net routing speed for the ULSI with a 10 MIPS CPU can be expected (for 

incremental chip refinement) . 

2. Principle 

Lee's router and most routers examine connectivity and search for a good solution at one 

time. This is still correct m a small size problem. In a big system, the problem is usually divided 

into global and detail routers . However, the present approach enhances the speed in a big grid 

system by separating the problem into two parts as fouows. 

The present first and second routers 6nly check the connectivity and the reasonable routing 

area at a mmunum effort. Only when a solution is guaranteei d is the present third router run to 

find a good solution. 

Before explaining the first router, a quick review of Lee's router is given in Fig. I . To con-

nect points A and B on a plane with obstructions, increasing number labels are given from A to 

neighbormg cells successively until B is found. Then, the numbers are reversely traced back 

from B to A. This is an excessive operation when it is only desired to check whether or not there 

is a solution. 

2.1 Connectivity Inspection Router 

Frgure 2 shows the present first router, which only inscects connectivity, before the main 

routing process rs operated. The whole LSI is considered to: be the routing area in this step 

Connectrvity mspection steps are 

( I ) Connect A and B by an arbitrary guide-line. (marked gray in Fig . 2) 

(2) Move from A toward B on the guide-line 

(3) If the guide-line hits an obstacle, turn it clockwise, (or counterclockwise) completely 

until the hit pomt is recognized again 

(4) Jump to the nearest cell (to B) which is neighboring to the obstacle and on the guide-

line . 

(5) Go to (2) and continue the movement, until ~ is found 

Path 12-21 and path 34-38 are apparently redundant, bl4t very essential. If simply counter-

clockwise (or clockwise) inspection is done until the guide-line is found again, connectivity is 

not found out in an example shown as Fig. 3 . The guide-lipe may be the solution, if there is no 

obstacle. The guide-line length is 2n and the first router's movement is, at most, several times 

the guide-line length. Durmg the movement, XY coordinates can be recorded on a stack, as the 

step number is as small as O (n) . No marks are given to cells and no clearance is necessary. Note 
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A difficult connectivity checking example 

Simple counterclockwise (or even clockwise) turning causes falure at 24th pint 

algorithm gives a different path at 7th cell and the path can be escaped 

While, the present 

that obstacles may be penninsulars from the world boundary and that the principle can be ap-

plied to a non-bit-mapped (gridless) model 
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2.2 Framing Router 
Once connectivity is guaranteed at least in the whole chip, the second stage to be under-

taken is "framing" (limiting a routing area between A and B) , as shown in Fig. 4. To simplify 

the description, points A and B Iocations are assumed to be on the frammg boundary. The first 

boundary, consisting of "R" Ietters, is obtamed as follows. 

Right boundary routmg steps are 

(1) Start from A and go along the right-hand-side wall, cell by cell, until B is found 

(2) If there is an obstacle on the way, turn it clockwise until the wall is found. Go to ( I ) 

If B is not found, framing area will be spread for further trials 

Similarly, the second boundary, consistmg of ~ letters, is obtamed by turning obstacles ''T '' 

counterclockwise. In contrast with the first router, this second router marks "R" and "L" (in-

clusively) on the bit map for later use. The two boundaries are initial solutions. The refinement 

is accomplished by the third (main) router within the two solutions. It is clear that the second 

router's path length is also O (n) 

Practically, the first router may be used after the second router to change the routing area, 

after the second router failure is recognized. The first and the second routers can be used in-

crementally to dynamically change the framing area according to the congestion as shown in 

Fig. 5. 

2.3 Main Router 
When the routing area is defined by the second router, The third (main) router is run, as 

Fig. 4. Present framing router 
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Fig. 5 . Present dynamic framing by temporal walls 

Framing area is defined step by step, checking by the present router. When the area is fixed. The 

third router or Lee's router is used to remove path bends 

shown m Frg. 6. The mam router's motion is similar to the second router. However, it is 

modified to prevent making too redundant bends . For this purpose, it slides and leaves obsta-

cles when limited conditions are meet, while the second router never leaves obstacles 

For example, at the 4th cell in Fig. 6, it stops turning the obstacle clockwise and-slides to 

the south. Therefore, the routing path, after the 6th cell, differs from that for the second router. 

At 12th and 20th cells, similar similar situations occur and the path slides from 12th to 20th or 

25th to 28th respectrvely When the path rs obtamed the old "R" boundary line is tipdated to 

thrs new path 

There are two redundant paths in the example. One is from 2nd to 9th and the other is 1 8th 

to 23th. The next stage, refinement is carried out by moving backwards, from B to･'A. In the 

backward movement, it stops turning counterclockwise and slides obstacles toward the West at 

25th and 12th points. The backward line, intersects the new "R" boundary at 17th and Ist 

points. In this way, the final route is obtained as follows 
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Fig. 6. Present O (n) main router 

The first path is: A 1 2 3....... ...29 30 31 B 

The final path is: A 1 33 32 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 B. 

A 1 33 32 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 B. 

It is important that only one drrection among two target directions is allowed for sliding 

Only one slide direction is: (Assume A is upper and more left to B.) 

(1) South, when going A to B along R boundary 

(2) West, B A R (3) East, A B 
(4) North, B A L The above "turning" and "sliding" rules are not yet complete. The path may be 

trapped in a endless loop without the following additional rules 

Rules to avoid path trapping 

( 1) At "Sliding", examine if the point has been previously recorded as a starting 

pomt for sliding. If so, continue "turning" 

the obstacle. (This situation occurs seldom.) 

(2) If a path mtersects durmg "sliding", with an obstacle and finds L (R) in clock-

wise (counterclockwise) mode, i.e., in R (L) mode, go along L (R) boundary un-

til it can slide toward its allowed direction 
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3 . Experimental Results and Discussions 

The principle was implemented to a two layer CAD model. This is sufficient to the three 

metal process, as one metal layer is mostly used for library cells 

To represent one routmg cell status, 4 bits are used. The Ist and the 2nd bits are used to 

show if metal layer 2 and metal layer 3 are available. The 3rd and 4th bits are used to label boun-

danes "R" and "L" for the present router. When Lee's router is run, alternatively, these 2 bits 

are used for "I23123..." scheme labeling. Both present router and Lee's router were run to 

same (A to B) sets, to compare lengths and bends 

In the first experiment, a 100 x 100 grid system was used. Obstacles were prepared by ran-

dom pre-routing. Sets of point A and B were also obtained from random numbers. Instead of 

placing A and B at corners, a horizontal margin is given for the routing area. This is to enable 

routing even when A and B are on a vertical line 

In most ( > 90~6) cases, the minimum length paths were obtained by the two routers, 

however, the paths are different. Note that in a 2 Iayer system, extremely many bends other than 

those described in the last section are generated, when the path is turning thrugh a region, 

where a already used one of the metal layers locates next to a complete obstacle. Such bends are 

optimized by simply removing the repeating coordinates from the path 

The reason for the unexpectedly good solutions is considered as follows. At Hightower's 

router, target direction is not used and th_e path length quality is insufficient. Generally, there 

are two directions toward the target. Soukup's router utilized both two directions, however, 

while the present router utilized only one direction at one time (from A to B) . This rule enables 

a b~tter backward (B to A) direction optimization. Recursive optimization between A and B 

can be also possible. In many ( > 90~6) cases, the present router gives the same path length to 

Lee's by one backward movmg optimization 

A similar program in a I .OOO x I ,OOO grid system was estimated that Lee's router took 188 

sec, while the present router took 3 seconds for one path. 

So far, the framing (done by the present second router) has been accomplished in a rectan-

gular shape. However, the present approach also enables arbitrary shaped framing. Incremen-

tal dynamlc framing as shown in Fig. 5. is effective to improve routing speed and to avoid local 

congestion. 

Conclusion 

1 . An O (n) , in a n x n grid system, fast maze router was proposed and investigated. The 

router consists of (1) connectivity checking router, (2) a framing router and (3) an optimiza-

tion router. 

2. Expenments m a 100 X 100 grid system showed I .007 path length ratio to Lee's router 

3. It rs estimated to be 1,000 times faster than Lee's router can be expected in a 

10,000 X 10,000 ULSI grid system 
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